
How Randal Helped Ari Lewis  
Boost the Quality of His Content, 

Sharpen His Brand Identity, 
& Grow His Platform by 49% 

Right away, I saw how my writing improved, and my readers took
notice. 'These pieces are getting better and better,' one reader
wrote. 'Ever thought about bringing them up to 750-1000 words?'
My list of subscribers kept growing, too. In the month and a half I
worked with Randal, my newsletter list increased by 49%.
     Since working with Randal, everything writing-wise has become
so much easier.

Ari Lewis, host
Mastering the Attention Economy podcast 
@ arilewis.com/podcast 
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https://www.arilewis.com/podcast


twice weekly coaching
and editing sessions on
particular essays, for six
weeks

a review of how to
improve each stage of the
writing, from brainstorm
to final draft 

discussions about Ari's
voice, his brand, and their
alignment 

lessons on writing in
general, with an emphasis
on arguments and
evidence, as well as
sentence length, variety,
and simplicity 

guidelines on writing web
headlines, subheads,
leads, closings, and CTAs 

 The great Anne Lamott (Bird by Bird)
suggests that good writing begins with
terrible first efforts. That much I could do.
Before I called Randal, my writing was
getting better, but I had so far to go. And I
wanted to become a better writer to see
where it would take me. 

build his authority 

clarify his branded voice ("make it pop")

make key improvements to his writing, and  

expand his platform

Advisor on branding & digital platforms

Podcast host

Strategic communications

For this project,
Randal delivered:

Ari Lewis, 
attention economy expert  

The Challenge

Ari sought Randal's help in order to:

Ari
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Ari's Key Responsibilities

The Client



At Cadence, our discovery phase includes:

14 words
14

WORDS
7.5 8.411

WORDS

11%
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7.6
6.2

Writing bootcamp (Ari's choice): the client sends Randal a draft of their current essay, which
Randal edits on his own. That afternoon, by phone and Google docs, Randal introduces
suggestions to the client one-by-one and explains the rationale behind each suggestion. At the
end of the line-by-line edit, we use Hemingway editor to check the essay’s reading level and basic
metrics. Throughout, Randal emphasizes the division of labor between the ear, the eye, and AI in
the editing process. 
Mentored writing seminar: in addition to everything noted above, this package includes: (1)
close readings of writers’ advice on mindset, process, and research, (2) iterative reviews of how
that advice works in practice, and (3) an essay or newsletter co-authored by Randal and the client. 

Randal offers two packages to his coaching clients: 

The Process

THE RESULTS

Median length
of sentences 

Check out the results of our analysis of Ari's essays — five before Randal
(left), and five during the coaching session (right), ~700 word average.  

Sentence length, 
standard deviation

Ari told me first thing: 
'I want my  writing to pop.'

These  numbers offer a tidy
testament to his amazing
progress over six weeks.

% of sentences,
 passive voice

 complex sentences / 
 all sentences 

Average
grade-level
readability

    William Strunk Jr. is still right: 'Vigorous writing is concise.' The vigor
needs variety, though, and Gary Provost provides a brilliant lesson in 'This
Sentence Has Five Words.' 
    The 8.4 figure above is a great surprise: Ari trimmed sentence lengths by
27% and still increased sentence length variety by 12%. Nice work, buddy!

“
Randal @ Cadence
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https://twistedsifter.com/2018/07/importance-of-sentence-length-in-writing-gary-provost-quote/
https://twistedsifter.com/2018/07/importance-of-sentence-length-in-writing-gary-provost-quote/


Our work entailed more than writing. Randal kept asking: 'Who is Ari
Lewis? Who is his audience? What do they need from him?' Today, I’m
building my niche in the attention economy, and I'm enjoying the
writing so much more. I got to see how Randal does what he does, and
I acted like a sponge, absorbing his method and his counsel.

Ari, on working with Randal: 

To learn how Randal can help you: 
tell better stories,
enjoy the writing process and the result, and 
deliver top-notch content to build your authority, click here.
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https://randaldoane.typeform.com/to/UBcfmb

